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Abstract. WebAssembly (Wasm) is a new bytecode language supported
by all major Web browsers, designed primarily to be an efficient com-
pilation target for low-level languages such as C/C++ and Rust. It is
unusual in that it is officially specified through a formal semantics. An
initial draft specification was published in 2017 [14], with an associated
mechanised specification in Isabelle/HOL published by Watt that found
bugs in the original specification, fixed before its publication [37].
The first official W3C standard, WebAssembly 1.0, was published in
2019 [45]. Building on Watt’s original mechanisation, we introduce two
mechanised specifications of the WebAssembly 1.0 semantics, written
in different theorem provers: WasmCert-Isabelle and WasmCert-Coq.
Wasm’s compact design and official formal semantics enable our mecha-
nisations to be particularly complete and close to the published language
standard. We present a high-level description of the language’s updated
type soundness result, referencing both mechanisations. We also describe
the current state of the mechanisation of language features not previously
supported: WasmCert-Isabelle includes a verified executable definition
of the instantiation phase as part of an executable verified interpreter;
WasmCert-Coq includes executable parsing and numeric definitions as
on-going work towards a more ambitious end-to-end verified interpreter
which does not require an OCaml harness like WasmCert-Isabelle.
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1 Introduction

WebAssembly (Wasm) is a new bytecode language, primarily designed as a com-
pilation target for low-level languages such as C/C++ and Rust. It is supported
by all major Web browsers, allowing programs compiled to Wasm to be embed-
ded in Web pages and executed client-side. Because a Web site may attempt
to execute arbitrary Wasm code in a visitor’s browser, the language is designed
around strict principles of encapsulation. A Wasm program is made up of one
or more modules, which can only interact with the wider system through explic-
itly declared imports and exports. Moreover, the language defines a strict, static
type system, and all programs must be type-checked before execution.

Wasm’s official specification includes a formal semantics for the language,
with a precise statement of the intended type soundness property. This formal
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approach to specification is unusual for a language created by industry. It was
first published in an initial draft in 2017 [14], and then in the official standard,
called WebAssembly 1.0 (Wasm 1.0), in 2019 [45].

Our goal is to develop a mechanised specification of Wasm 1.0 and verify the
associated type soundness result. Many people have explored the mechanisation
of real-world language specifications, especially using the Isabelle/HOL and Coq
theorem provers; see §5 on related work. The accurate mechanisation of a stan-
dard can be difficult because the language may be huge and continually evolving
(e.g. JavaScript [5]), underspecified (e.g. C [24]), and/or tricky to state precisely
(e.g. relaxed memory concurrency [3]). Wasm 1.0 is an interesting target for
mechanised specification because it is small, stable and formally specified.

We present two mechanised specifications of Wasm 1.0: WasmCert-Isabelle,
written in the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover, and WasmCert-Coq, in the Coq the-
orem prover4. We prove type soundness for both specifications. Our work builds
directly on Watt’s mechanised specification in Isabelle/HOL of the 2017 draft
semantics [37], which discovered and corrected bugs in the original specification
and the statement of type soundness [37]. The Wasm 1.0 standard currently
cites Watt’s old work as the source of the language’s type soundness proof [45].
Watt’s mechanisation follows a methodology for establishing trust in mechanised
specification, developed as part of the JSCert project, a Coq-mechanisation of
JavaScript [5]. Watt’s mechanised specification of Wasm’s type checker and the
runtime semantics is line-by-line close to the standard, an achievement made
easier by Wasm’s formal semantics. In addition, a separate type checker and ex-
ecutable interpreter are mechanised, with the type checker proven correct with
respect to the mechanised type system, and the interpreter proven correct with
respect to mechanised runtime semantics. These executable definitions are inde-
pendently tested using the official test suite.

We pool our substantial experience with Wasm and mechanised language
specification to develop our Wasm 1.0 mechanised specification. Our contribu-
tions are:

– WasmCert-Isabelle: our Isabelle/HOL mechanisation of the Wasm 1.0 se-
mantics which extends and refactors the mechanisation of Watt [37], includ-
ing the type soundness proof, type checker, and interpreter, to Wasm 1.0.
This includes a number of editorial changes to the runtime semantics (§2),
and an additional condition in the statement of type soundness (§3). We also
give a verified mechanisation of the instantiation phase of the Wasm execu-
tion, which was not included in the 2017 draft semantics nor Watt’s original
mechanisation (§4). This work is also reported in Watt’s PhD thesis [38].

– WasmCert-Coq: our fresh Coq mechanisation of the Wasm 1.0 semantics,
which closely follows the structure of WasmCert-Isabelle. We include a mech-
anised proof of type soundness and document the common high-level proof
structure between the mechanisations (§3). We also include executable mech-
anisations of WebAssembly’s numeric operations and binary decoding phase,

4 Our mechanisations are distributed under open source licences on GitHub [36].
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which were not formalised in the 2017 draft semantics nor mechanised by
Watt, and are not yet handled by WasmCert-Isabelle (§4). We also report on
progress towards the verification of a more ambitious end-to-end executable
interpreter which does not require an OCaml harness (see below).

We summarise our WasmCert-Isabelle and WasmCert-Coq specifications,
contrasting them with Watt’s original work. We mark 7 to indicate a feature
or proof which is not included, 3 to mark a feature or proof which has been
fully mechanised, 33 to indicate that a feature is accompanied by a verified exe-
cutable definition capable of OCaml extraction, and 33+ to indicate additionally
that the executable definition has been validated through full end-to-end execu-
tion of the Wasm 1.0 test suite.

Watt 2018 WasmCert-Isabelle WasmCert-Coq
Wasm 1.0 refactorings 7 3 3

type system 33+ 33+ 33

runtime semantics 33+ 33+ 33

type soundness proof 3 3 3

binary decoding 7 7 33

numeric ops 7 7 33

instantiation 7 33+ 3

The 2017 draft semantics and Watt’s original mechanisation did not cover
three main areas of the language: the binary decoding phase, where a Wasm
program distributed as bytecode is decoded into the program AST; numeric op-
erations, most notably floating-point operations; and the instantiation phase,
which runs after decoding but prior to execution and performs linking and state
allocation. Watt’s extracted interpreter relied on an OCaml harness to fill in
these three areas with unverified implementations. WasmCert-Isabelle continues
to model the decoding phase and numeric operations as uninterpreted functions,
but mechanises the Wasm 1.0 specification of instantiation and allocation, in-
cluding a verified executable implementation, thus significantly reducing the size
of the unverified OCaml harness. This implementation was non-trivial due to the
standard’s circular definition of instantiation (see §4). We validate WasmCert-
Isabelle’s extracted interpeter against the Wasm 1.0 official test suite [39].

WasmCert-Coq takes a more ambitious approach to its in-progress verified
interpreter. It uses CompCert’s mechanised int and float libraries [8, 7] to im-
plement Wasm 1.0 numerics, and the Parseque parser combinator library [1, 2]
to mechanise Wasm 1.0’s binary decoding phase. It provides an executable in-
terpreter and type checker, both proven correct with respect to the mechanised
semantics. It includes a mechanisation of the instantiation phase and an associ-
ated mechanised implementation, not yet shown to be correct. We consider this
proof to be high-priority future work, along with end-to-end testing using the
Wasm 1.0 test suite.
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2 Wasm 1.0 Core Semantics

We describe the runtime semantics and type system of Wasm 1.0, highlighting
where Wasm 1.0 diverges from the draft formalisation [14] and summarising the
WasmCert-Isabelle and WasmCert-Coq mechnaisations of this core semantics.

2.1 Core concepts

Values Wasm operations manipulate values of four fundamental value types: i32,
i64, f32, and f64. These are 32- and 64-bit integers and floats, respectively. Every
program value in Wasm has one of these types. Functions are not first-class, and
must be called in a first-order, fully applied manner, with a limited mechanism
for dynamic dispatch which incurs additional runtime checks.

The stack Wasm is a stack-based language. Each function call is associated with
its own value stack, abstractly represented as a list of values, and operations
within the call will push and pop values to/from the stack in the course of com-
putation. Wasm’s stack is governed by a course-grained dataflow type system
similar to that of the Java Virtual Machine [22], which ensures that the shape
of the stack is statically known at every program point. The value stack only
contains values - the function’s return address is not programmatically accessible.

Modules The module is Wasm’s unit of compilation. A module contains a list
of Wasm function declarations, as well as declarations of “global” state which
is accessible to any function (described below). Modules may share global state
with each other through a system of explicit imports and exports.

Globals Wasm modules may declare or import global variables. A global variable
has a statically declared value type, and is accessible by any function within the
module. A global variable may be exported, allowing it to be accessible through
other modules. Individual Wasm functions may also declare local variables, which
are scoped to their declaring function, and are either initialised with one of the
function arguments, or default to 0 otherwise.

Memory Wasm modules may declare or import a memory. A Wasm memory is
a simple buffer of bytes. A value may be stored in memory: this converts the
value to a list of bytes and stores it at a provided offset. Similarly, a value may
be loaded from memory, by interpreting the list of bytes at a provided offset as a
value of the requested type. Wasm guarantees that this process always succeeds
and is stable in both directions - unlike C, values have no trap representations.

Table Wasm modules may declare or import a function table. Functions stored
in the table can be called by dynamic dispatch, although the function’s type
signature must be checked at runtime.

Control flow Within a function, Wasm does not provide any arbitrary goto in-
struction. Instead, Wasm provides explicit block, loop, and if labelled/scoped
constructs, together with a br (break) instruction which may target any enclos-
ing label. This style of control flow is sometimes called semi-structured, and is
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common in higher-level languages such as Java and JavaScript. Wasm’s label
constructs (block, loop, if) are explicitly type-annotated with the shape of the
value stack at their beginning and end, to preserve the invariant that all control
flow paths to a program point result in the same stack shape, and to simplify
type checking. Control may only be transferred out of a function through a call
to another function, or through a return to the calling function.

2.2 Abstract syntax

We give a brief overview of Wasm’s abstract syntax. In formal definitions, some
components are greyed out (here is an example) to indicate that we do not
describe them in detail. While we must partially elide some definitions for space
reasons, they are included in full in our mechanisations, and the exhaustive
pen-and-paper formalism can be found in the Wasm 1.0 specification [45].

(immediates) i,min,max ::= nat

(value types) t ::= i32 | i64 | f32 | f64

(func/block types) ft ::= t˚ Ñ t˚

(instructions) e ::= t.const c | i32.add | other stackops |
local.{get/set} i | global.{get/set} i |
t.load flags | t.store flags |
memory.size | memory.grow |
block ft e˚ | loop ft e˚ | if ft e˚ e˚ |
br i | br if i | br table i` |
call i | call indirect i | return

(functions) func ::= func i t˚ e˚

(globals) glob ::= glob mutable? t e init

(memories) mem ::= mem min max

(tables) tab ::= tab min max

(modules) m ::=
t types :: ft˚, funcs :: func˚, globs :: glob˚, mems :: mem˚, tabs :: tab˚,

data :: ... , elem :: ... , imports :: ... , exports :: ... u

WasmCert-Isabelle: wasm ast.thy and wasm module.thy

WasmCert-Coq: datatypes.v

Fig. 1. Wasm abstract syntax

Fig. 1 contains the formal definitions of Wasm’s core abstract syntax. In
the abstract syntax it suffices to model static immediates as natural numbers,
although they are often concretely restricted to a 32-bit range. Many parts of the
Wasm state are referenced through immediates representing De Bruijn indices,
rather than through explicit names. The four value types are self-explanatory.
Function types are used by control constructs and functions in Wasm, which
must be explicitly type-annotated to describe how the shape of the value stack
changes across their execution. The pre-execution validation pass checks that
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these annotations are correct. An annotation ft describes the shape of the top
of the stack before and after execution of the construct/function.

We briefly describe Wasm instructions. The pt.const cq instruction pushes
the value c of type t onto the value stack. The stackop instructions provide
pure operations for pushing and popping values to and from the value stack.
For example, the i32.add instruction pops two i32 values from the stack and
pushes the i32 result of their unsigned wrap-around addition. The validation
pass ensures that instructions only pop values which are guaranteed to be on
the stack at that program point.

The local and global instructions deal with accessing local and global vari-
ables. For example, plocal.get iq pushes the current value of the i-th declared
local variable of the function onto the stack, while pglobal.set iq pops a value
from the stack and assigns it to the i-th declared global variable of the module.

The (t.load) instruction pops an i32 value from the stack to use as an index
into the module’s memory, and pushes a value of type t that is deserialised from
the bytes at that location. The (t.store) instruction pops a value of type t and
an i32 index, and serialises the value into bytes at that location in memory.
Both of these instructions have slight variant behaviours which are configured
using intra-instruction flags, the details of which we elide. The indices provided
to these instructions are dynamically bounds-checked against the size/length of
the module’s memory. The current size of memory can be explicitly checked
through memory.size, and grown through memory.grow.

Wasm provides only semi-structured control flow constructs. Its block, loop,
and if instructions define break targets. Code within the body of one of these
constructs can target the construct with one of the br family of instructions,
which works like the break instruction of a higher-level language, with br if
and br table being forms of conditional break. Multiple nested constructs are
allowed, with pbr kq instruction breaking to the k-th enclosing label.

The pcall kq instruction calls the k-th function declared or imported by the
current module. The pcall indirect kq instruction is Wasm’s dynamic dispatch
call. It pops an i32 index j from the stack, and the function stored in the table
at index j is called. The static index k references a type annotation declared by
the module, and the dynamically indexed function is checked to have this type
annotation. Execution is halted with an error if the check fails. The return in-
struction ends the current call, and returns control to the caller, possibly pushing
values onto the caller’s stack corresponding to the function’s output type.

The top-level Wasm module contains the declarations of globally-scoped state
(functions, globals, memories, tables). Functions must carry an explicit type an-
notation, which is encoded as an immediate i referencing a canonical list of func-
tion types held by the module. This indirection to a canonical list was newly
introduced in Wasm 1.0 to shift the abstract syntax of the language to more
closely mirror its bytecode format, which has a distinguished “types” declara-
tion section. Globals must declare whether they are mutable, their value type,
and an optional initialiser expression which is executed at start-up. Memories
and tables must declare their minimum and maximum sizes (although currently
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only the memory can be grown, the table size will be used by future features [41]).
Note that in Wasm 1.0 a module may only declare/import at most one memory
and one table in total, although this restriction will be lifted in future.

2.3 Runtime semantics

WebAssembly’s runtime semantics is specified in terms of a small-step reduction
of configurations. A Wasm configuration is of the form S;F ; e˚, where S is the
execution-wide store, F is the frame of the current function, and e˚ is the code
fragment comprising the list of intructions currently under execution.

(store) S ::= t funcs :: finst˚, globs :: ginst˚, mems :: minst˚, tabs :: tinst˚ u

(frame) F ::= t locs :: v˚, inst::=inst u

The store contains all the module state which has been created in the course
of execution. Its fields hold the runtime representations of the globally-scoped
state declared by the constituent modules of the executing program (see §2.2).
We elide the precise definitions of these components, but their structures are
runtime versions of the static declarations made by the module, as shown in
Fig. 1. The frame holds information relevant to the currently executing function.
It holds the current values of local variables (in a list representation), and the
instance. The instance tracks which components of the store are in scope for
the current function (because they were declared/imported by the function’s
enclosing module). We elide the further details of its formal structure.

The value stack is not given explicitly as part of Wasm’s runtime configu-
ration. Instead, the value stack is represented in each reduction rule through a
leading list of const instructions. For example, the reduction rule for i32.add is:

S;F ; pi32.const jqpi32.const kqpi32.addq ãÑ S;F ; pi32.const pj ` kqq

This reduction rule represents the consumption of two stack values j and k
by the i32.add instruction, and the production of the stack value j ` k. This
computation leaves the store S and the frame F unchanged.

This configuration was refactored in the move from the draft specification to
the Wasm 1.0 standard. Originally, the frame was not an explicit component of
the configuration. Instead, all executing instances were held as an additional list
field in the store, and reduction was parameterised by an integer indexing this
list, denoting the instance used by the current executing code fragment.

Mechanisation Our mechanisations of the Wasm 1.0 runtime semantics, the
executable interpreter and the correctness proof can be found as follows:

Mechanisation of the reduction rules which define the runtime semantics:
WasmCert-{Isabelle/Coq}: reduce in {wasm.thy/opsem.v}

Mechanisation of an executable interpreter:

WasmCert-Isabelle: wasm interpreter.thy

WasmCert-Coq: interpreter func.v
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Proof that the interpreter is sound with respect to the reduction rules:

WasmCert-Isabelle: wasm interpreter properties.thy

WasmCert-Coq: interpreter func sound.v

WasmCert-Isabelle’s interpreter definitions and proofs are based on those of
Watt [37]. We refactor the interpreter to use the Wasm 1.0 definition of con-
figuration, as discussed above. Orthogonally, we significantly simplify the Is-
abelle/HOL proof of interpreter soundness, removing „800 lines of code from
the original proof due to better use of high-level Isabelle tactics.

2.4 Validation

Wasm programs must be validated before they can be executed. The validation
involves a type-checking pass which checks the correctness of function and block
type annotations, and enforces the following properties for code in the module:

– Operations which pop from the value stack (such as i32.add) are guaranteed
that the value stack will contain the values necessary to allow the pop;

– Operations which access state using a static index are checked to ensure that
the index is in the bounds, e.g. every pglobal.get iq instruction is checked to
ensure that at least i` 1 global variables have been declared/imported;

– br instructions must target an enclosing label construct, and the shape of the
value stack at the point of the br must match construct’s type annotation.

The typing judgement for a Wasm code fragment has the shape C $ e˚ : ft,
associating a list of Wasm expressions e˚ with a function type ft in typing context
C. The definition of the typing context and some selected typing rules are shown
in Fig. 2. The typing context C tracks the types of state (e.g. global variables)
which have been declared by the enclosing module and are available in the current
environment, as well as currently in-scope label (for br) and return (for return)
targets. We elide the full definitions of some fields of the typing context which
are not required to understand the examples in this paper. The local component
of the context C holds the types of the declared local variables as a list which
is indexed by instructions such as local.get. The label component of C holds
the list of break targets currently defined by the enclosing program context.
Its structure is a list of stack types (list of list of value types). Each stack type
represents the required shape of the stack at the point the break target is broken
to. The syntax tlabel t˚2 u ‘ C in the typing of block describes the addition of the
entry t˚2 to the left of C’s label list. When a block is targetted by br, execution
jumps to the end of the block, so the block’s output type is inserted into the
label context. The br instruction counts outwards through enclosing contexts to
determine its break target, and therefore requires its input type to match the
required type of the k-th enclosing label. The return component of C functions
similarly. When typing a function, the return component is set to the output
type of the function, and is used for typing the return instruction. Note though
that the return component is optional. When typing a top-level configuration,
the return type is set to empty, to denote that the code inside cannot return out
of the top level.
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Mechanisation Our mechanisations of the inductive typing rules of the Wasm
type system (see Fig. 2) can be found as follows:

WasmCert-Isabelle: b e typing in wasm.thy

WasmCert-Coq: be typing in typing.v

Mechanisation of an executable type checker:

WasmCert-Isabelle: wasm checker.thy

WasmCert-Coq: type checker.v

Proof that the type checker is correct with respect to the typing rules:

WasmCert-Isabelle: wasm checker properties.thy

WasmCert-Coq: type checker reflects typing.v

C ::=
! type :: ft˚, func :: ft˚, table :: tt˚, memory :: mt˚, global :: gt˚,

local :: t˚, label :: pt˚q˚, return :: pt˚q?

)

C $ t.const c : εÑ t C $ i32.add : i32 i32Ñ i32

C.localris “ t

C $ local.get i : εÑ t

ft “ t˚1 Ñ t˚2 tlabel t˚2 u ‘ C $ e˚ : ft

C $ block ft e˚ end : ft

C.labelris “ t˚

C $ br i : t˚1 t˚ Ñ t˚2

Fig. 2. Selected typing rules.

3 Wasm 1.0 Type Soundness

The Wasm typing judgement described above is used by the standard as the
basis of a standard statement of syntactic type soundness [46]. This involves
defining an extended typing rule for runtime configurations [30] of the form
$c S;F ; e˚ : t˚. This judgement associates a configuration with a stack type
(using the typing judgement of §2.4 as we will see below), and the type sound-
ness properties state that execution will either diverge, terminate with a runtime
error (such as division by zero), or terminate with a value stack corresponding
to the type t˚. Judgement definitions are found in our mechanisations here:

WasmCert-Isabelle: wasm.thy WasmCert-Coq: typing.v

We give the high-level structure of important judgements, and the type sound-
ness theorems. As previously mentioned, the formal definitions of the configura-
tion and frame were refactored as part of the move from the draft specification to
Wasm 1.0, with knock-on effects for the definitions of the associated judgements.

Configuration validity This is the top-level judgement in defining type soundness.

$s S : ok S; ε $loc F ; e˚ : t˚

$c S;F ; e˚ : t˚

Premise $s S : ok tracks well-formedness conditions on the store that must be
preserved as language invariants (e.g. memories may not exceed their max size).
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Local validity This types an instruction sequence under a given function frame.

S $f F : C S;C $ e˚ : εÑ t˚

S; ε $loc F ; e˚ : t˚

The typing context C under which the instruction sequence is typed is deter-
mined by the frame validity judgement defined below. Note that instruction se-
quence typing is defined via a slightly extended version of the judgement shown
in §2.4, which is also parameterised by the store. This extension is necessary to
type certain intermediate reducts which appear during execution.

Frame validity This judgement associates a frame with a type context.

p typeofpvq “ tv q
n F.locs “ vn S $i F.inst : C

S $f F : Crlocal :“ tnv s

The premise S $i F.inst : C builds an initial type context with the parts of the
store that are in scope according to the instance component of frame F (full
details elided). The context associated with the frame in the conclusion of the
frame validity judgement is built from this initial type context, extended with
the types of the local variables held by the frame. The premise p typeofpvq “ tv q

n

abuses superscript notation to indicate that vn is related to tnv by an element-wise
mapping of the typeof relation.

Theorem 1 (preservation). .

If $c S;F ; e˚ : t˚ and S;F ; e˚ ãÑ S1;F 1; e1˚, then $c S
1;F 1; e1˚ : t˚ and S ăs S

1

WasmCert-Isabelle: preservation in wasm soundness.thy

WasmCert-Coq: t preservation in type preservation.v

Theorem 2 (progress). .

If $c S;F ; e˚ : t˚, then is-terminalpe˚q _ DS1F 1e1. S;F ; e˚ ãÑ S1;F 1; e1˚.

WasmCert-Isabelle: progress in wasm soundness.thy

WasmCert-Coq: t progress in type progress.v

The ăs relation used when stating preservation is called store extension, and is an
additional strengthening of the type soundness statement in the 1.0 specification,
compared to that of Haas et al [14]. Its presence in the preservation property
enforces that the store cannot have elements removed as a result of execution
(can only grow), and that previously allocated global state cannot change its
type (even if the configuration would remain well-typed overall).

We first address the proof of the preservation property. In order for the
induction to succeed, the inductive hypothesis must be strengthened so that
instead of considering only the type preservation of a top-level configuration, we
consider the type preservation of an arbitrary program fragment.
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Lemma 1 (fragment preservation).

Assuming S;F ; e˚ ãÑ S1;F 1; e1˚

$s S : ok
S $f F : C
S;Crlabel :“ larb, return :“ rarbs $ e˚ : tf

we have S ăs S
1

$s S
1 : ok

S1 $f F
1 : C

S1;Crlabel :“ larb, return :“ rarbs $ e1˚ : tf

WasmCert-Isabelle: types preserved e2 in wasm properties.thy

WasmCert-Coq:
t preservation e,
reduce inst unchanged,
store extension reduce

in type preservation.v

Note the inclusion of S ăs S
1 in the conclusion, which as discussed is a new

proof obligation introduced as part of the move to Wasm 1.0. The proof proceeds
by induction on the definition of the reduction relation ãÑ. The arbitrary label
component larb appended to the type context C indicates that the code fragment
e˚ is potentially only well-typed when embedded inside some larger context of
labelled control flow constructs (i.e. block, loop, if). The arbitrary return com-
ponent rarb indicates that the code is potentially only well-typed when embedded
within a function definition with some arbitrary return type. We can then show
that this stronger property implies the top-level preservation property. A similar
generalisation must be made in proving the progress property:

Lemma 2 (fragment progress).

Assuming S;Crlabel :“ larb, return :“ rarbs $ e˚ : t˚ Ñ t1˚

C $ v˚ : εÑ t˚

@Lk. e˚ ‰ Lkrreturns
@i Lk. e˚ “ Lkrbr is ùñ i ă k
@v1˚. e˚ ‰ v1˚

e˚ ‰ trap
$s S : ok
S $f F : C

we have DS1 F 1 e1˚. S;F ; v˚ e˚ ãÑ S1;F 1; e1˚

WasmCert-Isabelle: progress e in wasm properties.thy

WasmCert-Coq: t progress e in type progress.v

The proof proceeds by induction on the definition of expression typing. A
number of restricting assumptions must be included, beyond those necessary
for preservation, for the induction to succeed. Assumption @Lk. e˚ ‰ Lkrreturns
restricts the induction to only consider program fragments which are not return-
ing to a calling context. Assumption @i Lk. e˚ “ Lkrbr is ùñ i ă k similarly
restricts the induction to only consider program fragments which are breaking
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to a label within the program fragment itself, and not the label of any enclos-
ing context. The Lk symbol denotes an evaluation context made up of k label
constructs (block, loop, if). Failing to disregard these cases would make the in-
duction hypothesis too weak, so they must be handled through separate proofs.

Lemma 3 (return progress).

Assuming S; ε $loc F ; e˚ : t˚ we have @Lk. e˚ ‰ Lkrreturns

WasmCert-Isabelle: progress e1 in wasm properties.thy

WasmCert-Coq: s typing lf br in type progress.v

Lemma 4 (br progress).

Assuming S; ε $loc F ; e˚ : t˚ and e˚ “ Lkrbr is we have i ă k

WasmCert-Isabelle: progress e2 in wasm properties.thy

WasmCert-Coq: s typing lf return in type progress.v

These two lemmas are proven by induction on k, the label depth of the
current evaluation context. The first lemma states that if the current frame has
no return type set (denoted by ε), then the code fragment may not contain a
return instruction. The second lemma states that a br instruction cannot attempt
to jump outside the current frame, and so must target one of the labels inside
the frame. These two lemmas show that the cases not handled by fragment
progess are prevented by the type system from occurring at the top level of a
program execution, so the lemmas together imply the top-level progress property.

4 Wasm 1.0 Full Semantics

The core runtime semantics and type checker for the W3C Wasm 1.0 standard,
described in §2, is a refactoring of the 2017 draft semantics [14]. The full se-
mantics of Wasm 1.0 significantly extends this draft semantics to include formal
specifications of the binary decoding, the numerics and the instantiation phase.
We describe our two mechanisations of these extensions: in Isabelle/HOL, we
mechanise the instantiation using an OCaml harness for the binary encoding
and numerics; and, in Coq, we mechanise the extentions in full, using estab-
lished Coq libraries for the binary encoding and numerics. In this way, for the
first time, we present a fully mechanised specification of the Wasm 1.0 standard.

Binary decoding Wasm modules are distributed in a bytecode format. Web
browsers type check, compile, and instantiate Wasm code in a streaming man-
ner as the files are downloaded to the user’s browser [9]. Abstractly, it is spec-
ified that the Wasm binary format can be decoded into the module AST of
Fig. 1, and subsequent phases of execution are defined over that AST [43]. In
WasmCert-Coq, we make use of the Parseque [1] Coq library to mechanise the
binary decoding phase of Wasm in an executable way. Parseque is more power-
ful than strictly necessary for our purposes. It is designed for parsing “complex
recursive grammars” [2] whereas Wasm’s binary grammar is fairly flat. How-
ever, using Parseque’s alternative combinator gives us an off-the-shelf way to
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build an executable definition of the binary format which has close line-by-line
correspondence to the Wasm 1.0 formal specification. Our Coq definitions (not
including library code) come to „800 lines of non-comment, non-whitespace
code (binary format parser.v). We have not attempted an analogous mecha-
nisation in WasmCert-Isabelle, although it would be interesting future work.

Numeric operations We provide executable numeric definitions in WasmCert-
Coq by linking with CompCert’s integer and float libraries. The Wasm specifi-
cation defers many of the definitions of its floating point operations to the IEEE
754 floating point standard, which is also the basis of the CompCert mechanisa-
tion. Wasm 1.0 does, however, define its integer operations directly. We prove a
number of “sanity lemmas” for the integer operations which check that Comp-
Cert’s definitions match those of the Wasm 1.0 specification. Our Coq numeric
definitions and proofs together (excluding library code) come to „1500 lines of
non-comment, non-whitespace code (numerics.v). As future work, we might ex-
haustively mechanise Wasm’s integer operation specification, and prove it equiv-
alent to the definitions of CompCert. WasmCert-Isabelle instead abstracts its nu-
meric operations, and relies on an OCaml implementation of numerics provided
by the WebAssembly Community Group [40] when extracting its interpreter.

Instantiation Instantiation is a phase in the execution of a Wasm program
which takes place after type-checking but before runtime evaluation. During in-
stantiation, module imports are satisfied, and the state corresponding to module
declarations (e.g. new memories, global variables) are created in the global store.

In the Wasm 1.0 standard [45], instantiation is fully formalised. The defini-
tion of instantiation is given by a large collection of inductive rules which do
not directly describe an algorithm for instantiation. In essence, the specification
defines a relational predicate which takes an initial state, a module to be in-
stantiated, its provided imports, and an output state, and evaluates to true if
and only if an instantiation operation in the initial state results in the output
state. It does not give an algorithmic procedure for building the output state
from the initial state. In fact, the standard’s definition of instantiation contains
deliberate circularities, which make direct execution of the definition unlikely.
An explanatory note in the standard indicates that a concrete implementation is
expected to perform an additional pre-processing pass over the module to break
this circularity [44].

The full definitions of module allocation and instantiation are too large and
interconnected to other areas of the specification to summarise here, but we
sketch the main source of definitional circularity in Fig. 3. The conclusion of
the rule states that instantiating the module in global store S with the pro-
vided imports results in a global store S1 (among other outputs which we elide
for brevity). The store S1 is obtained from the allocmodule abstract operation
in the premise, which additionally requires the input v˚inits, the values obtained
by evaluating the global variable initialisers (see §2.2). However, the global ini-
tialisers are specified as being evaluated in the context of the global store S1.
Therefore, the value of v˚inits is defined as depending on the result of allocmodule,
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which itself takes v˚inits as input — a circularity! In reality, the evaluation of the
global initialisers only depends on a subset of the effects of allocmodule, in such
a way that a concrete algorithm can pre-process the module to identify the parts
of module allocation that global initialiser evaluation will depend on, perform
part of the abstract allocmodule operation, evaluate global initialisers using the
partial result, and then finish off the rest of the operation. This pre-pass is made
simpler by the fact that the evaluation of a global initialiser is only allowed to
depend on the values of imported (hence previously initialised) global variables.
The specification deliberately chooses not to define this tiered process concretely.

initialiserspmodule.globsq “ e˚inits S1;F ; e˚inits ãÑ S1;F ; v˚inits

allocmodulepS,module, imports, v˚initsq “ S1...

instantiatepS,module, importsq “ S1...

Fig. 3. Illustrating a circularity in the Wasm 1.0 instantiation definition.

In both WasmCert-Isabelle and WasmCert-Coq, we mechanise the stan-
dard’s inductive definition of instantiation, and create an executable definition
of instantiation which performs the pre-processing pass sketched by the stan-
dard’s explanatory note to break the circularity of the instantiation definition.
In WasmCert-Isabelle, we prove these two definitions equivalent. By integrating
the executable definition with our verified interpreter, we eliminate a significant
amount of Watt’s original unverified OCaml harness [37]. The WasmCert-Isabelle
definitions and proofs represent „1650 lines of non-comment, non-whitespace
code. WasmCert-Coq’s definitions (currently without correctness proof) repre-
sent „800 lines of non-comment, non-whitespace code.

WasmCert-Isabelle: wasm module.thy, wasm module checker.thy, and
wasm instantiation.thy

WasmCert-Coq: instantiation.v

We also validate the WasmCert-Isabelle interpreter against the official Wasm
1.0 end-to-end test suite, containing „17,810 tests, which we pass without er-
ror [39]. Testing the Coq-extracted interpreter end-to-end is left for future work.

5 Related Work

There is a wide body of existing work on the mechanised specification of pro-
gramming language semantics [31]. It is usual for such specificication based on an
interactive theorem prover to target an interesting language core or abstraction
for mechanisation, due to the ambiguity, complexity, or size of the full language
definition. In contrast, we are able to closely follow the whole of the Wasm 1.0 se-
mantics directly, as stated in the standard, a task made tractable by its compact
design and official formalisation. Xuan presents a partial Coq-mechanisation of
Wasm in his M.Sc project, independently named WasmCert [15]. We have been
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given permission to use the WasmCert name. As already discussed, we build on
Watt’s Isabelle/HOL mechanisation [37].

Norrish presents a mechanisation of a fragment of C in HOL [26]. The Comp-
Cert project [23] has a mechanisation of a large fragment of C in Coq, called
Clight [4], making simplifying assumptions regarding some details of the C mem-
ory model which are not relevent to the CompCert compilation correctness proof.
Lee et al mechanise in Twelf [29] an “internal language” with “equivalent expres-
sive power” to Standard ML, the semantics of which they formalise via elaora-
tion [21]. CakeML [19, 35] includes a mechanised semantics in HOL4 for a large
fragment of Standard ML (minus functors). OCaml Light [27] is a mechanised
semantics in HOL4 of a core subset of OCaml. Jinja [18] and JavaS [34] provide
mechanised fragments of Java. JSCert [5] is a Coq-mechanised specification of a
large subset of ECMAScript 5, handling all core constructs but leaving out “li-
brary objects” such as Array and Number. Guha et al give a JavaScript semantics
through elaboration to a mechanised semantics in Coq of a core calculus [13].

More lightweight approaches are possible: e.g. the K framework [32] used
to define term-rewriting models of significant fragments of C [10], Java [6],
JavaScript [28], and PHP [11]; Cerberus [24] which defines an elaboration se-
mantics for a large fragment of C with a core calculus defined in the Lem speci-
fication language [25]; and JaVerT, an analysis tool for JavaScript programs [33,
12], where the semantics of JavaScript is defined by a elaboration to a simpler
intermediate language.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We hope our mechanisation of Wasm 1.0 will replace Watt’s mechanisation of the
original Wasm draft [37] as the canonical source for the Wasm 1.0 type soundness
proof. We also hope for further adoption of our work by the WebAssembly Com-
munity Group, with our mechanisations endorsed in the same way that certain
developer tools and compilers for Wasm are already hosted under their official
banner. Wasm 1.0 is in the process of being extended with a number of new fea-
ture proposals. We intend to keep our mechanisations abreast of these changes,
and hope that early mechanisation will be valuable for in-progress features.

Our immediate future priority for WasmCert-Coq is to complete the fi-
nal proofs and engineering to enable us to extract a verified end-to-end inter-
preter which does not use an unverified OCaml harness as is currently used in
WasmCert-Isabelle. This would require us to complete the verification of the
WasmCert-Coq instantiation implementation. We would also like to do indepen-
dent testing of the end-to-end interpreter using the Wasm 1.0 test suite. Our
priority for WasmCert-Isabelle is to mechanise Wasm’s binary decoding phase
and numeric operations, again with the aim of providing a verified end-to-end
interpreter.

Our work opens the door to a number of applications. We are currently
investigating the integration of WasmCert-Coq with the Iris framework [17],
developing a higher-order mechanised program logic for a Wasm host language
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to explore language-interoperable reasoning. WasmCert-Coq could be linked to
CompCert’s IRs [8], to provide verified compilation both to and from Wasm.
WasmCert-Isabelle could be linked to the Isabelle/HOL port of the CakeML
verified compiler [16, 20]. It could also be linked with a Java mechanisation such
as Jinja [18], in order to investigate the expressivity of WebAssembly’s hotly-
debated in-progress extension of Garbage-Collected Types [42]. In summary, we
believe that WasmCert-Isabelle and WasmCert-Coq each have the potential to
become the foundation of many different mechanisation projects for Wasm 1.0.
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